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In the developing world it is fortunate to participate in new 
digital financial systems also known as cryptocurrency, but 
it does not take long to realize the simultaneous risks. 
Scams are online everywhere, and cryptocurrency trading 
is not the same. Due to the robustness, anonymity, expan-
sion and unchanging nature of crypto, the company and 
the computer crime department were unable to catch the 
fraudsters. Deep down in the story came a clear picture of 
countless scams and related crimes, which even killed. 
Cryptocurrency fraud is now a dominant topic, which is 
being discussed and ignored by law enforcement agen-
cies as the source of the abuse has grown uncontrollably.

EXORDIUM
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A few months back, we were scammed by some scammers because we 
became greedy and lost almost $3 million.

We filed a police case to the cybercrime department and took their help to 
catch scammers but unfortunately, we could not do anything because of the 
decentralized, irreversible & anonymous nature of crypto.

We contacted some international agencies of the world also, but again noth-
ing was found. 

From that day, we accepted that it is very difficult to catch the scammers if they 
are really smart. 

Day by day the frauds and scammers are increasing because they find this 
very easy and lucrative. They are not caught even.

Crime Rates & Criminals are increasing. People from the crypto industry are 
scammed with big amounts. What they believe that it is very easy to scam and 
run away without any clue.

Introduction
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We were scammed,
 Now we won’t let others be scammed



If we succeed to save even a single person’s life, we will consider this initiative 
to be successful. Because If we save one person that means we are saving 
humanity. And that would be the biggest reward for us.

Our Slogan says everything: “We were scammed, Now we won’t let others be 
scammed”

We made research on scams and scammers in the crypto industry, We made 
some surveys also about scams and Ponzi schemes too. We found some 
shocking results. We found that many innocent poor, middle-class people lost 
too much amount that they committed suicide also.

These are not the suicides but rather they are the murders by the scammers. 
This is the murder of humanity. This must be stopped. We must do something 
to stop this.

So, we thought to protect others who can be the scammers’ next target. 
And started thinking about a unique initiative that can protect people 

who involve in the crypto industry and can easily be scammed. We are 
not sure what will we achieve or how many people can we save but we 
are very much sure that at least this initiative will provide a platform to 

protect innocent people.
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We want to keep our identity anonymous because we don’t want 
to take credit for such a noble cause. We believe in Karmas and 
this good cause (Karmas) will help us to help people by protect-
ing them against scammers & Frauds.

Even though someone wants to know about us then he/she can 
try to track our activities, we won’t mind this. But we will just re-
quest them to keep our identity secret limited to them only.

See the broad picture
About Us
We are the ones who were scammed and we think that is enough to start this 
initiative

20232023

We are here to protect people and we will put our 100% effort with 
mind & heart.
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To rid the world of scams through coor-
dinated international collaboration. 

Mission
To lead the fight against scams worldwide

Vision
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Why we choose a decentralized
blockchain system?

When you look at a regular database, you’re getting a snapshot of 
data that’s up to date at that moment in time. Blockchains do this too, 

but they also maintain a record of all the information that existed 
before. It’s a database with history if you like.

FULL DATA HISTORY

The fact that blockchain is a decentralized way of storing and access-
ing data makes the whole system incredibly secure – because, unlike 

a centralized database, there’s no one single point of entry for hack-
ers. This makes it particularly useful for recording transactions in a 

secure manner.

NO CENTRAL POINT OF
ATTACK  FOR HACKERS

Because the system of record is decentralized and replicated in its 
entirety in multiple places, there’s no need for a central administrator 

and all the costs and infrastructure that comes with it.

NO CENTRAL AUTHORITY



Today, the rapidly changing nature of the cryptocurrency 
market and the kind of impact we will have on the future of 
trading evokes many similar emotions. As the attention of re-
tailers, speculators, and various types of institutional investors 
continues to turn to profitable cryptocurrency markets, so 
does the attention of fraudsters and scammers. 

Crypto scams usually aim to obtain confidential information 
such as security codes, Private Keys, Recovery Phares/words, 
JSON files, etc or trick an unsuspecting person into sending a 
cryptocurrency to a corrupted digital wallet.

AROUND THE WORLD 
CRYPTO SCAMS
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SOME OF THE HAZARDOUS
LIST OF SCAMS IS GIVEN BELOW

OneCoin
$4 billion

OneCoin is a classic example of a Ponzi scheme in the 
crypto world. Between 2014 and 2016, OneCoin. 

Pincoin & iFan
$870 million

BitConnect
$2 billion

The Pincoin and iFan scam was one of the biggest ICO 
frauds in crypto history.

Another huge pyramid scheme, BitConnect went from 
hero to zero at top speed. Founded in 2016.

ACChain
$80 million

ACChain is the archetypal ICO scam, having defrauded 
initial investors out of $80 million.

Australian watchdog sues Facebook-owner Meta over fake 
crypto ads.

Coincheck hack” is termed as the biggest scam costing 58 
billion Japanese yen.

OneCoin
$4 billion

A crypto investor lost $120,000 from clicking on one bad 
link. His horror story is becoming increasingly common.

An article published by CNBC said “scammers took home a 
record of $14 billion in cryptocurrency in 2021, crypto related 

crimes rose 79% from a year earlier.

Another firm “Centra Tech” was involved in a large fraud 
scheme which swooped an amount estimating.



Cryptocurrencies are naturally speculative. They do not have the tradi-

tional foundations that investors can analyze and value. As a result, 

cryptos tend to be variable assets - their prices can fluctuate signifi-

cantly on any given day. Crypto markets are also not regulated in gen-

eral, so it is easy for bad players to aggressively influence prices and 

exploit unsuspecting investors. For these reasons, investors should be 

aware of the following crypto scams before starting to invest in crypto.

TYPES OF SCAMS AND 
PRECAUTIONS TO BE TAKEN 
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1.MARKET MANIPULATION

Market fraud is a deliberate attempt to influence 
or disrupt crypto currencies’ prices. Frequently, 
fraudsters deceive the markets in order to 
provide a favorable measure for themselves and 
to make quick returns. 

Pre Caution: - Always learn about growth 
structures and market patterns in which you will 
invest. Keep an eye out for prices in the real 
portfolio and report if you see any volatility that 
should not be part of the market. 

2.PUMP AND DUMP SCHEMES

The pumping and dumping system represents 
an individual or group effort to raise crypto 
currency prices so that they can sell their goods 
for profit.
 
Pre Caution: - So, there are lot of pump and 
dump groups who send signals for pumping of 
certain crypto currencies. Then they start pump-
ing the price of crypto and take their benefits but 
the one who is new to signals makes a loss 
because he/she enters market at high. So, 
beware of such signals. And not to participate 
such activities.
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3.RUG PULLS

Rugby draws occur when crypto developers 
leave the project but keep the money collected 
from investors. Evil actors can list new token on 
domain exchanges, associate it with official 
cryptocurrency, and raise interest rates on social 
media to attract investors. When enough money 
goes into their token, the developers scrutinize 
the project and work with investor funds. 
Pre Caution: - The easiest way to identify a 
token that can be deducted is to check its total 
spending pools. Real tokens with strong project 
objectives will have tens of millions of dollars in 
revenue. It is very likely that a cryptocurrency 
with a limited liquidity pool will be drawn. Make 
your own calculation before investing. 

4.TRADITIONAL 
   HACKING AND THEFT 

Just as you would not share your credit card 
number with a stranger, keep your keys confiden-
tial somewhere safe. Scammers can use this 
information to hack accounts and extort money - 
and they will use various tactics to get investors to 
disclose their confidential information. Beware of 
phishing emails to steal sensitive information that 
could act as a crypto exchange or a wallet provid-
er. The same goes for external blue promotions 
and unsolicited promotions from suspicious 
websites and fraudulent accounts. Fraudsters 
often impersonate celebrities or executives of 
large corporations, promising guaranteed and 
immediate profits if you do something immediate-
ly. 
Pre Caution: - Never access personal or financial 
data via public WIFI, question about links and 
attachments, choose your apps wisely, turn off 
unwanted items.

5.INITIAL COIN 
OFFERING (ICO) SCAMS

The Initial Coin Offerings (ICO) is equivalent to 
the Initial Public Offering (IPO) of stock. An easy 
way to detect an ICO scam - or an unorganized 
management team - is to review the company's 
white paper. This document provides details on 
the background of the project, including strate-
gy, objectives, and market analysis. If the 
company does not provide white paper, that is 
the red flag. ETC. 
Pre Caution: - A cryptocurrency or ICO white-
paper is the basic document for that project. 
Companies that do not provide white paper 
should be avoided at all costs.

6.TELEGRAM CHATS 

Many time when you ask for support from a 
particular exchange team or real crypto project 
teams, you will start to get answers from fraud-
sters. You will receive random messages in the 
telegram about solving your issues.
Warning: - One should stop responding to contin-
uous and indifferent text messages on telegram or 
any other social media platforms.
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7.INVESTMENT SCAMS

These scammers ask you to invest money to 
earn higher returns without financial risk, then 
request you to bring more people in to do the 
same. They often need a constant flow of new 
people investing in order to make money. Ponzi 
and pyramid schemes are great examples of 
investment scams.  
Pre Caution: - Always verify the license of the 
person selling the investment, verify if the 
investment is registered, beware of promises of 
high rates of return and or quick profits, be 
suspicious of the high-pressure sales and 
unsolicited offers, always ask for prospectus, 
consult a third-party person.

8.LOADER OR LOAD-UP SCAMS

Fraudsters frequently offer “loading” services on a 
variety of platforms. They claim to need Specific 
Wallet accounts with high limits, offering the victim 
a portion of the proceeds. These scammers use 
stolen credit cards on compromised accounts to 
perpetuate payment fraud. The end result is the 
victim is left with payment delinquencies after the 
legitimate card holder discovers the fraud, the 
scammer often steals any available cryptocurren-
cies and submits unauthorized charges on verified 
payment methods. Be aware, you are responsible 
for any payments submitted using your authenti-
cation credentials.  
Pre Caution: - Be aware, you are responsible for 
any payments submitted using your authentication 
credentials. Never provide your passwords or 
security codes to third parties under any circum-
stances. 

9.GIVEAWAY SCAMS
Scammers are using social media to perpetuate 
giveaway scams. They post screenshots of forged 
messages from companies and executives promot-
ing a giveaway with hyperlinks to fraudulent web-
sites. Fake accounts will then respond to these 
posts affirming the scam as legitimate. The fraudu-
lent websites will then ask that you “verify” your 
address by sending cryptocurrency to the scam 
giveaway.  
Warning: Be skeptical of websites or services 
promising high returns or unrealistic investment 
opportunities. If it sounds too good to be true, it 
usually Precaution: - send cryptocurrency to trusted 
third parties. Search for publicly verifiable reviews or 
articles involving the recipient. Watch for grammati-
cal errors in communications or on websites. Scam-
mers often make grammar or spelling mistakes. 
Research the organization thoroughly. Check 
consumer-protection websites and make telephone 
calls and send emails to verify authenticity.

10. EMAIL IMPERSONATION: 
SPOOFED WEBSITES AND 
PHISHING ATTEMPTS 

This scam is the most common in the cryptocur-
rency world. Through phishing emails, scammers 
might impersonate representatives from popular 
cryptocurrency exchanges like Binance, Huobi 
Global, or Coinbase. 
They could also impersonate Bitcoin wallets or 
other cryptocurrency apps. Oftentimes, they’ll 
issue a “security alert” in an attempt to alarm you 
and lure you to a fraudulent site to enter your 
security and account credentials. This allows them 
to gain access to your Bitcoin or cryptocurrency 
account. 
Pre Caution:  To protect yourself, it’s a good idea 
to manually type in the name of the website into 
your browser to ensure you get to the right one. A 
little extra time spent to ensure your protection is 
worth it..



STATISTICS OF SCAMS 
& RECOVERY RATE 

The below given graph shows the statistics of Scams from 2017 to 2022. 
We can see that every year there is significant increment in crypto space. 
People made a huge losses through out and lost in billions of dollars.

RECOVERY RATE:
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The fact that the recovery rate is not even half of the crime rates 
should be alarming. Investors tend to fall for scams more than 
once but they strive nothing to take a step forward for the loss of 
their money to the scam. Our website will make no sense if cli-
ents just decide to be okay with the whole scamming scenario, 
the recovery rate which is already very low at 4% might touch the 
ground and even more assets or money could be lost.  One of 
the most important steps to prevent getting scammed.

The survey shows that only less than 4% of the fund 
could have been recovered.
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With all this scamming news surfacing around the 

crypto world point towards the strong need of a platform 

which educates, reports, compensates, and stands with 

the victim all at once. A platform which abstains the 

scammers from the conduction of fraud activities and 

leading the fight against scammers and fraudsters 

online, with the help and contribution of a decentralized 

system through coordinated international collabora-

tions, make the crypto world safe for investments.

NEED OF STRONG &
AUTHENTIC PLATFORM.
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Here, we present the firstever scam mining project in the 

crypto market designed to prevent scams in any industry 

using the Decentralized Blockchain ecosystem. The Tesla Inu 

Mission, is ready with fully armed weapons (Proof of Fraud) to 

prevent all fraud and corruption deceivers.

INTRODUCING 
TESLA INU TOKEN (TSIT)
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What is Tesla Inu Token?
The Tesla Inu Token (TSIT) is a BEP20 token built into the BNB 

Blockchain based on a special environmental system, which 

invites all crypto world stakeholders to work on the same goal 

of tackling blockchain fraud and online fraud.
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User Reports Scam

Reported Scam will 
go to Scam Miners

Scam Miners will 
verify the Scam

Minimum Verification: No Limit, 
Maximum Verification: 500

Confirmed Scams will be posted 
on www.scamscan.org for public use

Verification Time Limit: 24 Hours

The Scam is confirmed 

User who reported gets TSIT as Reporting Fees
 + All Scam Miners (Max 100) who verified the scams will receive Equal TSIT as Verification 
Fees + The Scam Miner who verifies Maximum no of scams in 24 hours, will receive TSIT as 
Scam Mining Reward [This transactions of TSIT is called the proof of scam (PoS)]

How the Scam Mining
(Proof of Scam Protocols) works?



BENEFITS OF TESLA INU

Learn about the types of scams and inform them of scams. 
Report fraud and earn TSIT Token as reporting funds. 
Verify scams and earn guarantee funds and mining rewards. 
Victims can get compensation for their losses. 
Check the validity of the project before investing. 
Find a full website with certified scams that will help prevent scams. 
Victims can get professional advice and guidance to find the missing 
bag. 
Victims can hire lawyers to take legal action against fraudsters. 
Victims may also direct contact with a specific cyber cell department 
any country. 
The Tesla Inu Foundation will support victims to take their case further. 
which is important for strictly following the relevant departments.
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COMPARISON OF PROOF OF 
WORK & PROOF OF SCAM

Particulars BTC (Bitcoin) TSIT (Tesla Inu Token)

Blockchain Bitcoin Blockchain BNB Chain

Tech Protocol Proof of Work (PoW) Proof of Scam (POS)

Mining Equipment Yes No

Energy Consumption Yes No

Miner's Income

Miner's Reward

Network Fees Scam Verification Fees

Mining Reward Scam Mining Reward

Sender Benefit No Scam Report Fees



TOKEN ECONOMICS DETAILS
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Name of Token

Tesla INU

Decimals: 0901
STEP

Symbol : TSIT02
STEP

Contract Address: 
0x68e4992d5BDD9c7E8d43883F49123445349eE59403

STEP

Total Supply: 
110,000,000,000,000 
(110 trillion) TSIT04

STEP

Blockchain Type:
BEP20 (BNB Chain)05

STEP



Token Distribution:
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Creator & Team: 30% 
Scam Reporting & Mining: 20% 
Token Sale: 50%

Scam Reporting & Mining: 20% 

Creator & Team: 30% Token Sale: 50%



The fund, which will be raised by token sale, will be distributed 
& used among the below given sections. 
        Liquidity Pool: 61% 
        Project Development: 20%
        Listing and MM: 10% 
        Operational Exp: 6.5% 
        Charity: 2.5%

                

FUND DISTRIBUTION DETAILS
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Utility of Tesla Inu Token is the usability of Token on dif-
ferent platforms for different puporses.

          As reward to Scam Reporters  
          As reward to Scam Miners  
          To hire Legal Advisors  
          To buy database of scams, lawyers & Cyber Crime 
          Departments  
          To donate to the Victims  
          To donate to Tesla Inu Foundation  
          To get a credit report certificate for companies,   
          projects or individuals. 

UTILITY OF TESLA INU TOKEN.
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Utility of Tesla Inu Token is the usability of Token on dif-
ferent platforms for different puporses.

          As reward to Scam Reporters  
          As reward to Scam Miners  
          To hire Legal Advisors  
          To buy database of scams, lawyers & Cyber Crime 
          Departments  
          To donate to the Victims  
          To donate to Tesla Inu Foundation  
          To get a credit report certificate for companies,   
          projects or individuals. 

ROADMAP 
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01

06 07

Nov 2023
Development of BEP20 
SAFU Contract

Nov 2023 
Public Sale

02

05

Jun 2024
Beta Version Launch 
of First Ever Scam 
Mining Platform

Dec 2024
Database Integration 
of Cyber Crimes, Crime 
branches, CBI, FBI & 
Different Police Stations 
for Reporting Scam 

March 2024
Live Version Launch 
of Scam Mining Platform

04 03

Feb 2025
Legal Advisors, 
Lawyers & Agents 
On Boarding Begins

June 2025
Agency Formation
Financial Credit Rating Agency Formation
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So as to promote our project we have built up some strategies

STRATEGIES 

MARKETING & 
PROMOTION MODEL :

Website Marketing  
The crypto market is developed to an extent that we 
have several sites where we can hold promotions for 
our project with taglines to grab the attention of almost 
every user.  
SEO & SMO (FB, Twitter, Instagram, LinkedIn, Snap-
chat & YouTube)  
There is no other platform stronger than social media 
platforms to boost the reach of our motive.  
Airdrop & bounty program  
Press Release  
Articles & Blogs  
Networking by users and miners  
Those who already have a taste of our service work as 
the best promotion.



REVENUE MODEL:
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We have scheduled the listing of TSIT on at least 3 different exchanges in Aug 2024. So, we will be having lot of 
new traders from these exchanges

Listing and Market marking

As we have already mentioned in fund distribution that we are going to utilize 30% of the total raised fund from the 
token sale for Investments and reserves. That will be back funds for all future uncertainty of price dumping.

Investments & Reserves.

Scam miners will have to stake/hold the TSIT to mine scam and to earn TSIT fees and rewards. So this staking will 
bring stability in the price movement of TSIT.
The miner gets to hold a particular value of token and they increase either with the money or the number of cases 
reported and verified. 

Scam Mining Staking Program

So, our portal will be having the services of legal advisor for victims, so they can buy any services on the portal 
using TSIT. That will generate stable revenue for the Tesla Inu Foundation.

Selling of Legal Advisors’ services

The above mentioned services will also be bought using TSIT only.

Selling of Database of Scams, 
Legal Advisors, Cyber Crime Departments, etc

Tesla Inu Foundation eyes to launch its own credit rating agency by June 2025. Which will be first of its kind service 
in crypto space. TSIT Will be the mode of payment to get the credit certificate by company, users or any individuals.

Credit Rating Agency Service Fees.



ANTI MONEY LAUNDERING POLICY
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1. TSIT is providing services unique to prevent the use of its operations for 
money laundering or any activity which facilitates money laundering, or the 
funding of criminal activities.  
2.On a global level, in order to prevent and combat money laundering and 
terrorism financing, there has been an introduction of the number of laws con-
cerning the customer identification and verification procedures including but 
not limited to the EU. 
Directive, which brings the virtual currencies under the scope of the Anti-Mo-
ney Laundering Directive.  
3.In the United States regulation of the AML is carried out by a special govern-
ment body under the US Treasury. In particular, Fin CEN regulates, so-called, 
"money services business" (MSB). In 2013 FinCEN published the clarification 
on the regulation of persons administering, exchanging or using virtual curren-
cies bringing the businesses dealing with virtual currencies under the scope of 
AML/KYC in terms of spotting suspicious financial behavior.  
4.In order to ensure that our operations are compliant with the AML/KYC rules 
and procedures, we are implementing the AML/KYC policies detailed below.  
As part of our AML (Anti-Money Laundering) Policy in order to combat money 
laundering and illegal financing activities the Company follows the customer 
risk assessment principles that include but are not limited to the following: −  
(a)raise awareness on money laundering issues; − (a) appoint a designated 
CCO. The CCO is to report any suspicious transactions to the appropriate 
Financial Authority; assist law agencies and authorities to trace, seize, and 
confiscate the proceed of criminal activities; − 
freeze any funds deemed suspicious and investigate the source of finance; 

introduce a Know-Your-Customer Policy (KYC). CCO has a right to freeze any 
funds already transferred should the suspicion as to the sources of those 
funds arise after they have been deposited and investigate the customer’s 
transaction in retrospect.  
(b)exercise reasonable measures to obtain information about the true identity 
of the persons on whose behalf a transaction is made; record keeping proce-
dures maintain, for a specific time period, all necessary records on transac-
tions, both domestic and international;  
(c)Pay special attention to all complex, unusually large transactions; adopt 
economic, administrative, self-regulatory and other measures which can be 
taken to create an effective shield against money laundering; train staff accor-
dingly; employ proper care in the hiring of new staff.  
5.Company adopts the KYC (Know-Your-Customer) Policy and reserves the 
right to undertake KYC in order to verify the identity of its customers at any 
point.  
6.As part of the customer risk assessment, the following will act as Money 
Laundering Warning Signs based on guidance provided by Financial Action 
Task Force (FATF) international body set up to combat money laundering: − 
customer says that the funds are coming from one source but then at the last 
minute the source changes; evasiveness or reluctance to provide information; 
incomplete or inconsistent information; unusual money transfer or transactions 
(e.g., when customer deposits unusual amounts (e.g., $9,990) so as not to 
come under the threshold when KYC applies); complex group -structures 
without obvious explanation that may be designed to disguise the true source 
and ownership of money; when money is coming from the list of ‘high-risk and 
non-co-operative jurisdictions’ according to FATF; negative public information 
available about the client or company.  

7.The Personal Information requested as part of the KYC procedure will be 
collected, processed, used and stored in accordance with the General Data 
Protection Regulation (GDPR), rules and principles of which have been reflec-
ted in the TSIS Privacy Policy and implemented on the legal, technical and 
organizational level.  
8.The above principles and warning signs are aimed at determining the custo-
mer’s risk in terms of propensity to commit money laundering, terrorist finan-
cing or identity theft.  
9.Every Employee is required to act in furtherance of this policy statement to 
protect the Company from exploitation by money launderers or terrorists.  
10.As part of the exercise of this right, the Company may require the following 
information to be sent:  copy of passport or national ID; recent utility bill; recent 
bank account statement ‘Recent’ means no longer than 3 months from the 
date of issue.  
11.Please note that the list above is not exhaustive and we reserve the right to 
require additional information at any time to verify the client’s identification and 
to fully satisfy the latest Anti Money Laundering rules. 
12.If any of the above documents are requested, prior to sending them to us 
we may require them to be certified as a true copy of the original by a Solicitor 
or a Lawyer who must use their company stamp. We require the documents to 
be sent to us in high quality color format. We reserve the right to reject any 
documents, which do not comply with the above or if we have doubts as to 
their veracity.  
13.If any doubt arises, we reserve the right to check the information provided, 
as part of the KYC Policy, using no documentary methods including but not 
limited to contacting the customer directly.
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5.Company adopts the KYC (Know-Your-Customer) Policy and reserves the 
right to undertake KYC in order to verify the identity of its customers at any 
point.  
6.As part of the customer risk assessment, the following will act as Money 
Laundering Warning Signs based on guidance provided by Financial Action 
Task Force (FATF) international body set up to combat money laundering: − 
customer says that the funds are coming from one source but then at the last 
minute the source changes; evasiveness or reluctance to provide information; 
incomplete or inconsistent information; unusual money transfer or transactions 
(e.g., when customer deposits unusual amounts (e.g., $9,990) so as not to 
come under the threshold when KYC applies); complex group -structures 
without obvious explanation that may be designed to disguise the true source 
and ownership of money; when money is coming from the list of ‘high-risk and 
non-co-operative jurisdictions’ according to FATF; negative public information 
available about the client or company.  

7.The Personal Information requested as part of the KYC procedure will be 
collected, processed, used and stored in accordance with the General Data 
Protection Regulation (GDPR), rules and principles of which have been reflec-
ted in the TSIS Privacy Policy and implemented on the legal, technical and 
organizational level.  
8.The above principles and warning signs are aimed at determining the custo-
mer’s risk in terms of propensity to commit money laundering, terrorist finan-
cing or identity theft.  
9.Every Employee is required to act in furtherance of this policy statement to 
protect the Company from exploitation by money launderers or terrorists.  
10.As part of the exercise of this right, the Company may require the following 
information to be sent:  copy of passport or national ID; recent utility bill; recent 
bank account statement ‘Recent’ means no longer than 3 months from the 
date of issue.  
11.Please note that the list above is not exhaustive and we reserve the right to 
require additional information at any time to verify the client’s identification and 
to fully satisfy the latest Anti Money Laundering rules. 
12.If any of the above documents are requested, prior to sending them to us 
we may require them to be certified as a true copy of the original by a Solicitor 
or a Lawyer who must use their company stamp. We require the documents to 
be sent to us in high quality color format. We reserve the right to reject any 
documents, which do not comply with the above or if we have doubts as to 
their veracity.  
13.If any doubt arises, we reserve the right to check the information provided, 
as part of the KYC Policy, using no documentary methods including but not 
limited to contacting the customer directly.
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customer says that the funds are coming from one source but then at the last 
minute the source changes; evasiveness or reluctance to provide information; 
incomplete or inconsistent information; unusual money transfer or transactions 
(e.g., when customer deposits unusual amounts (e.g., $9,990) so as not to 
come under the threshold when KYC applies); complex group -structures 
without obvious explanation that may be designed to disguise the true source 
and ownership of money; when money is coming from the list of ‘high-risk and 
non-co-operative jurisdictions’ according to FATF; negative public information 
available about the client or company.  

7.The Personal Information requested as part of the KYC procedure will be 
collected, processed, used and stored in accordance with the General Data 
Protection Regulation (GDPR), rules and principles of which have been reflec-
ted in the TSIS Privacy Policy and implemented on the legal, technical and 
organizational level.  
8.The above principles and warning signs are aimed at determining the custo-
mer’s risk in terms of propensity to commit money laundering, terrorist finan-
cing or identity theft.  
9.Every Employee is required to act in furtherance of this policy statement to 
protect the Company from exploitation by money launderers or terrorists.  
10.As part of the exercise of this right, the Company may require the following 
information to be sent:  copy of passport or national ID; recent utility bill; recent 
bank account statement ‘Recent’ means no longer than 3 months from the 
date of issue.  
11.Please note that the list above is not exhaustive and we reserve the right to 
require additional information at any time to verify the client’s identification and 
to fully satisfy the latest Anti Money Laundering rules. 
12.If any of the above documents are requested, prior to sending them to us 
we may require them to be certified as a true copy of the original by a Solicitor 
or a Lawyer who must use their company stamp. We require the documents to 
be sent to us in high quality color format. We reserve the right to reject any 
documents, which do not comply with the above or if we have doubts as to 
their veracity.  
13.If any doubt arises, we reserve the right to check the information provided, 
as part of the KYC Policy, using no documentary methods including but not 
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WELCOME TO THE TESLA INU’S PRIVACY POLICIES.  

Effective date: - 01/09/2023

You trust us with the information when you use our services. This privacy 

policy will make clear to your understanding what type of database we 

create and store for our users. Privacy Policies are always important, 

take your time to understand every piece of information we made online 

here and trust us with the process. 

 

What information does Tesla collect about you?  

In order to know our customers our website asks them to enter their 

name/company’s name/representative’s name including your IP (Internet 

Protocol) address, domain name, browser type, operating system, and 

information such as the web site that referred you to us, the files you 

download, the pages you visit, and the dates/times of those visits.  

Collection of person-to-person personal data.  

If you register for a new scam or scam that has been done in the past, log 

on to Tesla INU’s site, request information, apply for investigation, join a 

miner with the provided lawyer, you will be asked to provide personal in-

formation such as your name, postal address and email address.  

PRIVACY POLICIES 
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This information is collected only with your knowledge and permission 

and is kept in various TESLA’s databases and mailing lists. If you are 

purchasing our services using the TSITs, you may be asked to provide 

your details. These details are transferred to a secure, online payment 

service, hosted securely by TESLA. Any sort of payment information is 

not retained by our website as the medium of service is TSIT.  

Our sites with specific requirements to collect personal information may 

publish a privacy policy specific for that site. In these cases, the 

site-specific policies will be complementary to this general privacy 

policy but will give additional details for that particular site. 

For certain TESLA sites, registering or supplying personal information 

sets a cookie*. By setting this cookie, our site will remember your de-

tails the next time you visit, so you don’t have to re-enter the informa-

tion. This helps us to provide you with a better service.  

HOW DO WE USE THE COLLECTED DATABASE?  

The information and data collected during previous reporting or surfing 

is saved and used by our team to analyses the most repeating patterns 

of scams and from where they are being committed to ridicule the hap-

pening of the same event from a same domain or id.  

Personally identified info   

Tesla may use the personal information you entered to:  

Contact you – either in response to a query or suggestion, documents, 

any other lead. to you;  

Manage and process your scam reporting;  

Confirm your registration and requirements on the site;  

Explain to you how we use TSIT as a replacement for cash/money 

here. “Remember” your online profile and preferences;  

Help you quickly find information that is relevant to you  based on your 

report, and help us create site content most relevant to you.  

 

Security  

We do not share any personally identifiable information volunteered on 

the site to any third party. Any information provided to us by users of the 

site is held with the utmost care and security, and will not be used in 

ways other than as set forth in this privacy policy, or in any site-specific 

policies, or in ways to which you have explicitly consented. Our compa-

ny employs a range of technologies and security measures to protect 

the information maintained on our systems from loss, misuse, unau-

thorized access or disclosure, alteration, or destruction.  All our em-

ployees who have access to, and are associated with the processing of 

personal data, are obliged to respect the confidentiality of official scam 

matters, including personal data and the amount lost to scammers.  

The website contains links to our dashboard. We are not responsible 

for the privacy practices done outside the bond of Tesla and our client.  

Notification of changes  

Changes to this privacy policy will be posted on the home page at our 

website.  

Contact 

 

COOKIES 

A cookie is a small amount of data that is sent from a web server to your 

browser. It is normally used to assign a unique identification to your 

computer and securely store information such as user IDs, passwords, 

preferences, and online profiles.  It is stored on the hard drive of your 

computer. You can choose not to have cookies delivered by our sites 

by changing your browser settings. Different websites can send their 

own cookies to your computer. To protect your privacy, your browser 

only allows a web site to access the cookies it has already sent you, not 

the cookies sent by other sites
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WELCOME TO THE TESLA INU’S PRIVACY POLICIES.  

Effective date: - 01/09/2023

You trust us with the information when you use our services. This privacy 

policy will make clear to your understanding what type of database we 

create and store for our users. Privacy Policies are always important, 

take your time to understand every piece of information we made online 

here and trust us with the process. 

 

What information does Tesla collect about you?  

In order to know our customers our website asks them to enter their 

name/company’s name/representative’s name including your IP (Internet 

Protocol) address, domain name, browser type, operating system, and 

information such as the web site that referred you to us, the files you 

download, the pages you visit, and the dates/times of those visits.  

Collection of person-to-person personal data.  

If you register for a new scam or scam that has been done in the past, log 

on to Tesla INU’s site, request information, apply for investigation, join a 

miner with the provided lawyer, you will be asked to provide personal in-

formation such as your name, postal address and email address.  

This information is collected only with your knowledge and permission 

and is kept in various TESLA’s databases and mailing lists. If you are 

purchasing our services using the TSITs, you may be asked to provide 

your details. These details are transferred to a secure, online payment 

service, hosted securely by TESLA. Any sort of payment information is 

not retained by our website as the medium of service is TSIT.  

Our sites with specific requirements to collect personal information may 

publish a privacy policy specific for that site. In these cases, the 

site-specific policies will be complementary to this general privacy 

policy but will give additional details for that particular site. 

For certain TESLA sites, registering or supplying personal information 

sets a cookie*. By setting this cookie, our site will remember your de-

tails the next time you visit, so you don’t have to re-enter the informa-

tion. This helps us to provide you with a better service.  

HOW DO WE USE THE COLLECTED DATABASE?  

The information and data collected during previous reporting or surfing 

is saved and used by our team to analyses the most repeating patterns 

of scams and from where they are being committed to ridicule the hap-

pening of the same event from a same domain or id.  

Personally identified info   

Tesla may use the personal information you entered to:  

Contact you – either in response to a query or suggestion, documents, 

any other lead. to you;  

Manage and process your scam reporting;  

Confirm your registration and requirements on the site;  

Explain to you how we use TSIT as a replacement for cash/money 

here. “Remember” your online profile and preferences;  

Help you quickly find information that is relevant to you  based on your 

report, and help us create site content most relevant to you.  

 

Security  

We do not share any personally identifiable information volunteered on 

the site to any third party. Any information provided to us by users of the 

site is held with the utmost care and security, and will not be used in 

ways other than as set forth in this privacy policy, or in any site-specific 

policies, or in ways to which you have explicitly consented. Our compa-

ny employs a range of technologies and security measures to protect 

the information maintained on our systems from loss, misuse, unau-

thorized access or disclosure, alteration, or destruction.  All our em-

ployees who have access to, and are associated with the processing of 

personal data, are obliged to respect the confidentiality of official scam 

matters, including personal data and the amount lost to scammers.  

The website contains links to our dashboard. We are not responsible 

for the privacy practices done outside the bond of Tesla and our client.  

Notification of changes  

Changes to this privacy policy will be posted on the home page at our 

website.  

Contact 

 

COOKIES 

A cookie is a small amount of data that is sent from a web server to your 

browser. It is normally used to assign a unique identification to your 

computer and securely store information such as user IDs, passwords, 

preferences, and online profiles.  It is stored on the hard drive of your 

computer. You can choose not to have cookies delivered by our sites 

by changing your browser settings. Different websites can send their 

own cookies to your computer. To protect your privacy, your browser 

only allows a web site to access the cookies it has already sent you, not 

the cookies sent by other sites
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WELCOME TO THE TESLA INU’S PRIVACY POLICIES.  

Effective date: - 01/09/2023

You trust us with the information when you use our services. This privacy 

policy will make clear to your understanding what type of database we 

create and store for our users. Privacy Policies are always important, 

take your time to understand every piece of information we made online 

here and trust us with the process. 

 

What information does Tesla collect about you?  

In order to know our customers our website asks them to enter their 

name/company’s name/representative’s name including your IP (Internet 

Protocol) address, domain name, browser type, operating system, and 

information such as the web site that referred you to us, the files you 

download, the pages you visit, and the dates/times of those visits.  

Collection of person-to-person personal data.  

If you register for a new scam or scam that has been done in the past, log 

on to Tesla INU’s site, request information, apply for investigation, join a 

miner with the provided lawyer, you will be asked to provide personal in-

formation such as your name, postal address and email address.  

This information is collected only with your knowledge and permission 

and is kept in various TESLA’s databases and mailing lists. If you are 

purchasing our services using the TSITs, you may be asked to provide 

your details. These details are transferred to a secure, online payment 

service, hosted securely by TESLA. Any sort of payment information is 

not retained by our website as the medium of service is TSIT.  

Our sites with specific requirements to collect personal information may 

publish a privacy policy specific for that site. In these cases, the 

site-specific policies will be complementary to this general privacy 

policy but will give additional details for that particular site. 

For certain TESLA sites, registering or supplying personal information 

sets a cookie*. By setting this cookie, our site will remember your de-

tails the next time you visit, so you don’t have to re-enter the informa-

tion. This helps us to provide you with a better service.  

HOW DO WE USE THE COLLECTED DATABASE?  

The information and data collected during previous reporting or surfing 

is saved and used by our team to analyses the most repeating patterns 

of scams and from where they are being committed to ridicule the hap-

pening of the same event from a same domain or id.  

Personally identified info   

Tesla may use the personal information you entered to:  

Contact you – either in response to a query or suggestion, documents, 

any other lead. to you;  

Manage and process your scam reporting;  

Confirm your registration and requirements on the site;  

Explain to you how we use TSIT as a replacement for cash/money 

here. “Remember” your online profile and preferences;  

Help you quickly find information that is relevant to you  based on your 

report, and help us create site content most relevant to you.  

 

Security  

We do not share any personally identifiable information volunteered on 

the site to any third party. Any information provided to us by users of the 

site is held with the utmost care and security, and will not be used in 

ways other than as set forth in this privacy policy, or in any site-specific 

policies, or in ways to which you have explicitly consented. Our compa-

ny employs a range of technologies and security measures to protect 

the information maintained on our systems from loss, misuse, unau-

thorized access or disclosure, alteration, or destruction.  All our em-

ployees who have access to, and are associated with the processing of 

personal data, are obliged to respect the confidentiality of official scam 

matters, including personal data and the amount lost to scammers.  

The website contains links to our dashboard. We are not responsible 

for the privacy practices done outside the bond of Tesla and our client.  

Notification of changes  

Changes to this privacy policy will be posted on the home page at our 

website.  

Contact 

 

COOKIES 

A cookie is a small amount of data that is sent from a web server to your 

browser. It is normally used to assign a unique identification to your 

computer and securely store information such as user IDs, passwords, 

preferences, and online profiles.  It is stored on the hard drive of your 

computer. You can choose not to have cookies delivered by our sites 

by changing your browser settings. Different websites can send their 

own cookies to your computer. To protect your privacy, your browser 

only allows a web site to access the cookies it has already sent you, not 

the cookies sent by other sites
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WELCOME TO THE TESLA INU’S PRIVACY POLICIES.  

Effective date: - 01/09/2023

You trust us with the information when you use our services. This privacy 

policy will make clear to your understanding what type of database we 

create and store for our users. Privacy Policies are always important, 

take your time to understand every piece of information we made online 

here and trust us with the process. 

 

What information does Tesla collect about you?  

In order to know our customers our website asks them to enter their 

name/company’s name/representative’s name including your IP (Internet 

Protocol) address, domain name, browser type, operating system, and 

information such as the web site that referred you to us, the files you 

download, the pages you visit, and the dates/times of those visits.  

Collection of person-to-person personal data.  

If you register for a new scam or scam that has been done in the past, log 

on to Tesla INU’s site, request information, apply for investigation, join a 

miner with the provided lawyer, you will be asked to provide personal in-

formation such as your name, postal address and email address.  

This information is collected only with your knowledge and permission 

and is kept in various TESLA’s databases and mailing lists. If you are 

purchasing our services using the TSITs, you may be asked to provide 

your details. These details are transferred to a secure, online payment 

service, hosted securely by TESLA. Any sort of payment information is 

not retained by our website as the medium of service is TSIT.  

Our sites with specific requirements to collect personal information may 

publish a privacy policy specific for that site. In these cases, the 

site-specific policies will be complementary to this general privacy 

policy but will give additional details for that particular site. 

For certain TESLA sites, registering or supplying personal information 

sets a cookie*. By setting this cookie, our site will remember your de-

tails the next time you visit, so you don’t have to re-enter the informa-

tion. This helps us to provide you with a better service.  

HOW DO WE USE THE COLLECTED DATABASE?  

The information and data collected during previous reporting or surfing 

is saved and used by our team to analyses the most repeating patterns 

of scams and from where they are being committed to ridicule the hap-

pening of the same event from a same domain or id.  

Personally identified info   

Tesla may use the personal information you entered to:  

Contact you – either in response to a query or suggestion, documents, 

any other lead. to you;  

Manage and process your scam reporting;  

Confirm your registration and requirements on the site;  

Explain to you how we use TSIT as a replacement for cash/money 

here. “Remember” your online profile and preferences;  

Help you quickly find information that is relevant to you  based on your 

report, and help us create site content most relevant to you.  

 

Security  

We do not share any personally identifiable information volunteered on 

the site to any third party. Any information provided to us by users of the 

site is held with the utmost care and security, and will not be used in 

ways other than as set forth in this privacy policy, or in any site-specific 

policies, or in ways to which you have explicitly consented. Our compa-

ny employs a range of technologies and security measures to protect 

the information maintained on our systems from loss, misuse, unau-

thorized access or disclosure, alteration, or destruction.  All our em-

ployees who have access to, and are associated with the processing of 

personal data, are obliged to respect the confidentiality of official scam 

matters, including personal data and the amount lost to scammers.  

The website contains links to our dashboard. We are not responsible 

for the privacy practices done outside the bond of Tesla and our client.  

Notification of changes  

Changes to this privacy policy will be posted on the home page at our 

website.  

Contact 

 

COOKIES 

A cookie is a small amount of data that is sent from a web server to your 

browser. It is normally used to assign a unique identification to your 

computer and securely store information such as user IDs, passwords, 

preferences, and online profiles.  It is stored on the hard drive of your 

computer. You can choose not to have cookies delivered by our sites 

by changing your browser settings. Different websites can send their 

own cookies to your computer. To protect your privacy, your browser 

only allows a web site to access the cookies it has already sent you, not 

the cookies sent by other sites
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1) If two users submit the scam report of the same scam, who will re-
ceive TSIT as Reporting Fees?  
• If two users submit the same scam report, then the user who submits 
the scam report earlier will receive TSIT as Reporting Fees.  
 
2) Do I need to hold a TSIT for reporting a scam?  
•No.  
 
3) What is the scam reporting fees?  
• Scam reporting fees is the income which is given to user who submit 
scam reports. Duplicate scam (previously reported scam won’t be con-
sidered for this income).  
 
4) How much scam reporting fees are given to the reporter?  
• 250,000 TSIT.  
 
5) Calculation of Scam Reporting Fees?  
• Scam Reporting Fees 250,000 TSIT is distributed as per the scam 
information submitted. Please see the criteria to get maximum Scam 
Reporting Fees.  
 
125,000 TSIT – Scammer Name, Email Id, Contact No, Telegram Id, 
Telegram Bio 25,000 TSIT – Profile Image of Scammer  
25,000 TSIT – Crypto Currency Demanded & Wallet Address 
25,000 TSIT – First Approach to you via Email, Telegram Message, 

Text Message or Other & Screenshot of Chat (Email 
Communication/Telegram Chat/Twitter Chat) 
25,000 TSIT – Website of Scammer if any  
25,000 TSIT – Any other important information  

6) Where will I receive TSIT?  
• Initially TSIT will be given in your Teslainu.com website’s account 
wallet address. You can transfer or hold this TSIT to any other wallet or 
exchanges.  

7)When will I receive my Scam Reporting Fees?  
• You will receive your Scam Reporting Fees once your Scam Report 
is verified and confirmed by Scam Miners. That will take 24 hours.  
 
8) Can I hold TSIT on the www.teslainu.com website’s wallet?  
• Yes  
 
9)What is the benefit of holding TSIT on the www.teslainu.com websi-
te’s wallet?  
• By holding TSIT on www.teslainu.com website, you can become 
Scam Miner and earn stable Scam Mining Income.  
 
10) Who is a Scam Miner?  
• The one who verifies the scams is called the Scam Miner. 
 
11) How can I become a Scam Miner?  
• You can become a Scam Miner by holding a TSIT in the Mining 
Wallet on www.teslainu.com.  

 
12) What are the benefits of becoming a Scam Miner?  
• There are two main benefits of becoming a Scam Miner.  
    1)Scam Verification Fees  
    2)Scam Mining Reward  
 
13) What are Scam Verification Fees?  
• Scam Verification Fees is the income earned by Scam Miner to Verify 
the Scams.  
 
14) How Much is Scam Verification Fees?  
• Scam Verification Fees for each scam report is 2,500,000 TSIT which 
is distributed equally among all the Scam Miners who verifies the 
Scam.  
 
15) How are the Scam Verification Fees calculated? 
 
• For example, if 100 Miners verifies the Scam in 24 hours, then 
2,500,000 TSIT is distributed equally among 100 Scam Miners. i.e., 
2,500,000/100 = 250,00 TSIT per Scam Miner. Maximum 
Verifications are 100 only. It may be less than 100 also.  

16) What is a Scam Mining Reward?  
• Scam Mining Reward is the reward which is given to only one Scam 
Miner who verifies maximum no of scams in 24 hours (calculation will 
be done between 00:00UTC to 23:59 UTC)  
 
17) How much is the Scam Mining Reward?  
• Scam Mining Reward is 10,000,000 TSIT per 24 hours.  

 
18) How is the Scam Mining Reward calculated?  
• Scam Mining Reward is given to the Scam Miner who verifies maxi-
mum no. of scams but in case two scam miners verifies same no of 
scams in a given time slot (Scam Block) then 10,000,000 TSIT will be 
distributed equally to both the scam miners. i.e., 5,000,000 TSIT each
  
19) How can I earn a Scam Mining Reward?  
• You can earn a scam mining reward if you verify the highest number 
of scams in a given time slot (scam block). But to receive good no of 
scam reports to verify you must hold good no of TSIT in Scam Mining 
Wallet on www.teslainu.com.  
 
20) Is there any minimum TSIT holding required to become a Scam 
Miner?  
• No. But You must hold 100,000,000 TSIT to qualify for earning Scam 
Mining Rewards. If you hold less than 100,000,000 TSIT then you can 
verify and earn Verification Fees only.
  
21) How many scam reports can I get to verify in 24 hours? 
• It depends on your TSIT wallet balance of your scam mining wallet. If 
you hold more, you get more reports. Daily scam reports will be distri-
buted in the ratio of each scam miners mining wallet balance.  
 
For example, if 4 scam miners A, B, C & D hold TSIT their scam 
mining wallets as given below  
A holds: 500,000,000 TSIT  
B holds: 300,000,000 TSIT  
C holds: 1,000,000,000 TSIT  
D holds: 200,000,000 TSIT  

Then their holding ratio A: B: C: D = 25%: 15%: 50%: 10%  So out of 
100 reports A, B, C & D will receive 25, 15, 50 & 10 scam reports to 
verify respectively.
  
22) Can any scam miner who holds 100,000,000 TSIT but less than 
other scam miners earn a scam mining reward?  
• Yes, if a scam miner who is fast to research & verify all the given de-
tails of a scam report fast and keep on doing consistently in 24 hours. 
The he/she can verify highest no of scams & can earn scam mining 
reward of 100,000,000 TSIT.  
 
23) Do I need any mining equipment or physical set up to become a 
Scam Miner?  
• No, you don’t need any kind of mining equipment or physical setup, 
rather you need to hold some TSIT in the mining wallet of www.tes-
lainu.com. 

24)Is there any validity of each scam report to verify?  
• Yes, you will get 24 hours to verify a scam report and if you don’t 
verify the scam in 24 hours then that scam will be disabled automati-
cally.
  
25) Does each scam report require 100 verifications?  
• No. Scam confirmation will be done in 24 hours whether 100 miners 
verify or less. The maximum verification of one scam is 100. There is 
no limit on minimum verifications to confirm the scam.  
 
26) Who is eligible to get the compensation of loss due to scams?  

• The one who is scammed, needs to submit all the details with proof 
of his payments. Then if this scam was verified & confirmed on our 
platform, then he/she will be eligible for the compensation of his/her 
losses.  
 
27) How much compensation will be given?  
• The compensation amount depends on the proof & scam type.  
 
28) What is the form of compensation amount?  
• Compensation amount will be given in the form of TSIT only.  
 
29) How will the compensation amount be given after eligibility?  
• Compensation amount will be given in the victim's TSIT wallet on 
www.teslainu.com in 10 parts. 10% of the approved amount will be 
given every month for 10 months.
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1) If two users submit the scam report of the same scam, who will re-
ceive TSIT as Reporting Fees?  
• If two users submit the same scam report, then the user who submits 
the scam report earlier will receive TSIT as Reporting Fees.  
 
2) Do I need to hold a TSIT for reporting a scam?  
•No.  
 
3) What is the scam reporting fees?  
• Scam reporting fees is the income which is given to user who submit 
scam reports. Duplicate scam (previously reported scam won’t be con-
sidered for this income).  
 
4) How much scam reporting fees are given to the reporter?  
• 250,000 TSIT.  
 
5) Calculation of Scam Reporting Fees?  
• Scam Reporting Fees 250,000 TSIT is distributed as per the scam 
information submitted. Please see the criteria to get maximum Scam 
Reporting Fees.  
 
125,000 TSIT – Scammer Name, Email Id, Contact No, Telegram Id, 
Telegram Bio 25,000 TSIT – Profile Image of Scammer  
25,000 TSIT – Crypto Currency Demanded & Wallet Address 
25,000 TSIT – First Approach to you via Email, Telegram Message, 

Text Message or Other & Screenshot of Chat (Email 
Communication/Telegram Chat/Twitter Chat) 
25,000 TSIT – Website of Scammer if any  
25,000 TSIT – Any other important information  

6) Where will I receive TSIT?  
• Initially TSIT will be given in your Teslainu.com website’s account 
wallet address. You can transfer or hold this TSIT to any other wallet or 
exchanges.  

7)When will I receive my Scam Reporting Fees?  
• You will receive your Scam Reporting Fees once your Scam Report 
is verified and confirmed by Scam Miners. That will take 24 hours.  
 
8) Can I hold TSIT on the www.teslainu.com website’s wallet?  
• Yes  
 
9)What is the benefit of holding TSIT on the www.teslainu.com websi-
te’s wallet?  
• By holding TSIT on www.teslainu.com website, you can become 
Scam Miner and earn stable Scam Mining Income.  
 
10) Who is a Scam Miner?  
• The one who verifies the scams is called the Scam Miner. 
 
11) How can I become a Scam Miner?  
• You can become a Scam Miner by holding a TSIT in the Mining 
Wallet on www.teslainu.com.  

 
12) What are the benefits of becoming a Scam Miner?  
• There are two main benefits of becoming a Scam Miner.  
    1)Scam Verification Fees  
    2)Scam Mining Reward  
 
13) What are Scam Verification Fees?  
• Scam Verification Fees is the income earned by Scam Miner to Verify 
the Scams.  
 
14) How Much is Scam Verification Fees?  
• Scam Verification Fees for each scam report is 2,500,000 TSIT which 
is distributed equally among all the Scam Miners who verifies the 
Scam.  
 
15) How are the Scam Verification Fees calculated? 
 
• For example, if 100 Miners verifies the Scam in 24 hours, then 
2,500,000 TSIT is distributed equally among 100 Scam Miners. i.e., 
2,500,000/100 = 250,00 TSIT per Scam Miner. Maximum 
Verifications are 100 only. It may be less than 100 also.  

16) What is a Scam Mining Reward?  
• Scam Mining Reward is the reward which is given to only one Scam 
Miner who verifies maximum no of scams in 24 hours (calculation will 
be done between 00:00UTC to 23:59 UTC)  
 
17) How much is the Scam Mining Reward?  
• Scam Mining Reward is 10,000,000 TSIT per 24 hours.  

 
18) How is the Scam Mining Reward calculated?  
• Scam Mining Reward is given to the Scam Miner who verifies maxi-
mum no. of scams but in case two scam miners verifies same no of 
scams in a given time slot (Scam Block) then 10,000,000 TSIT will be 
distributed equally to both the scam miners. i.e., 5,000,000 TSIT each
  
19) How can I earn a Scam Mining Reward?  
• You can earn a scam mining reward if you verify the highest number 
of scams in a given time slot (scam block). But to receive good no of 
scam reports to verify you must hold good no of TSIT in Scam Mining 
Wallet on www.teslainu.com.  
 
20) Is there any minimum TSIT holding required to become a Scam 
Miner?  
• No. But You must hold 100,000,000 TSIT to qualify for earning Scam 
Mining Rewards. If you hold less than 100,000,000 TSIT then you can 
verify and earn Verification Fees only.
  
21) How many scam reports can I get to verify in 24 hours? 
• It depends on your TSIT wallet balance of your scam mining wallet. If 
you hold more, you get more reports. Daily scam reports will be distri-
buted in the ratio of each scam miners mining wallet balance.  
 
For example, if 4 scam miners A, B, C & D hold TSIT their scam 
mining wallets as given below  
A holds: 500,000,000 TSIT  
B holds: 300,000,000 TSIT  
C holds: 1,000,000,000 TSIT  
D holds: 200,000,000 TSIT  

Then their holding ratio A: B: C: D = 25%: 15%: 50%: 10%  So out of 
100 reports A, B, C & D will receive 25, 15, 50 & 10 scam reports to 
verify respectively.
  
22) Can any scam miner who holds 100,000,000 TSIT but less than 
other scam miners earn a scam mining reward?  
• Yes, if a scam miner who is fast to research & verify all the given de-
tails of a scam report fast and keep on doing consistently in 24 hours. 
The he/she can verify highest no of scams & can earn scam mining 
reward of 100,000,000 TSIT.  
 
23) Do I need any mining equipment or physical set up to become a 
Scam Miner?  
• No, you don’t need any kind of mining equipment or physical setup, 
rather you need to hold some TSIT in the mining wallet of www.tes-
lainu.com. 

24)Is there any validity of each scam report to verify?  
• Yes, you will get 24 hours to verify a scam report and if you don’t 
verify the scam in 24 hours then that scam will be disabled automati-
cally.
  
25) Does each scam report require 100 verifications?  
• No. Scam confirmation will be done in 24 hours whether 100 miners 
verify or less. The maximum verification of one scam is 100. There is 
no limit on minimum verifications to confirm the scam.  
 
26) Who is eligible to get the compensation of loss due to scams?  

• The one who is scammed, needs to submit all the details with proof 
of his payments. Then if this scam was verified & confirmed on our 
platform, then he/she will be eligible for the compensation of his/her 
losses.  
 
27) How much compensation will be given?  
• The compensation amount depends on the proof & scam type.  
 
28) What is the form of compensation amount?  
• Compensation amount will be given in the form of TSIT only.  
 
29) How will the compensation amount be given after eligibility?  
• Compensation amount will be given in the victim's TSIT wallet on 
www.teslainu.com in 10 parts. 10% of the approved amount will be 
given every month for 10 months.
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1) If two users submit the scam report of the same scam, who will re-
ceive TSIT as Reporting Fees?  
• If two users submit the same scam report, then the user who submits 
the scam report earlier will receive TSIT as Reporting Fees.  
 
2) Do I need to hold a TSIT for reporting a scam?  
•No.  
 
3) What is the scam reporting fees?  
• Scam reporting fees is the income which is given to user who submit 
scam reports. Duplicate scam (previously reported scam won’t be con-
sidered for this income).  
 
4) How much scam reporting fees are given to the reporter?  
• 250,000 TSIT.  
 
5) Calculation of Scam Reporting Fees?  
• Scam Reporting Fees 250,000 TSIT is distributed as per the scam 
information submitted. Please see the criteria to get maximum Scam 
Reporting Fees.  
 
125,000 TSIT – Scammer Name, Email Id, Contact No, Telegram Id, 
Telegram Bio 25,000 TSIT – Profile Image of Scammer  
25,000 TSIT – Crypto Currency Demanded & Wallet Address 
25,000 TSIT – First Approach to you via Email, Telegram Message, 

Text Message or Other & Screenshot of Chat (Email 
Communication/Telegram Chat/Twitter Chat) 
25,000 TSIT – Website of Scammer if any  
25,000 TSIT – Any other important information  

6) Where will I receive TSIT?  
• Initially TSIT will be given in your Teslainu.com website’s account 
wallet address. You can transfer or hold this TSIT to any other wallet or 
exchanges.  

7)When will I receive my Scam Reporting Fees?  
• You will receive your Scam Reporting Fees once your Scam Report 
is verified and confirmed by Scam Miners. That will take 24 hours.  
 
8) Can I hold TSIT on the www.teslainu.com website’s wallet?  
• Yes  
 
9)What is the benefit of holding TSIT on the www.teslainu.com websi-
te’s wallet?  
• By holding TSIT on www.teslainu.com website, you can become 
Scam Miner and earn stable Scam Mining Income.  
 
10) Who is a Scam Miner?  
• The one who verifies the scams is called the Scam Miner. 
 
11) How can I become a Scam Miner?  
• You can become a Scam Miner by holding a TSIT in the Mining 
Wallet on www.teslainu.com.  

 
12) What are the benefits of becoming a Scam Miner?  
• There are two main benefits of becoming a Scam Miner.  
    1)Scam Verification Fees  
    2)Scam Mining Reward  
 
13) What are Scam Verification Fees?  
• Scam Verification Fees is the income earned by Scam Miner to Verify 
the Scams.  
 
14) How Much is Scam Verification Fees?  
• Scam Verification Fees for each scam report is 2,500,000 TSIT which 
is distributed equally among all the Scam Miners who verifies the 
Scam.  
 
15) How are the Scam Verification Fees calculated? 
 
• For example, if 100 Miners verifies the Scam in 24 hours, then 
2,500,000 TSIT is distributed equally among 100 Scam Miners. i.e., 
2,500,000/100 = 250,00 TSIT per Scam Miner. Maximum 
Verifications are 100 only. It may be less than 100 also.  

16) What is a Scam Mining Reward?  
• Scam Mining Reward is the reward which is given to only one Scam 
Miner who verifies maximum no of scams in 24 hours (calculation will 
be done between 00:00UTC to 23:59 UTC)  
 
17) How much is the Scam Mining Reward?  
• Scam Mining Reward is 10,000,000 TSIT per 24 hours.  

 
18) How is the Scam Mining Reward calculated?  
• Scam Mining Reward is given to the Scam Miner who verifies maxi-
mum no. of scams but in case two scam miners verifies same no of 
scams in a given time slot (Scam Block) then 10,000,000 TSIT will be 
distributed equally to both the scam miners. i.e., 5,000,000 TSIT each
  
19) How can I earn a Scam Mining Reward?  
• You can earn a scam mining reward if you verify the highest number 
of scams in a given time slot (scam block). But to receive good no of 
scam reports to verify you must hold good no of TSIT in Scam Mining 
Wallet on www.teslainu.com.  
 
20) Is there any minimum TSIT holding required to become a Scam 
Miner?  
• No. But You must hold 100,000,000 TSIT to qualify for earning Scam 
Mining Rewards. If you hold less than 100,000,000 TSIT then you can 
verify and earn Verification Fees only.
  
21) How many scam reports can I get to verify in 24 hours? 
• It depends on your TSIT wallet balance of your scam mining wallet. If 
you hold more, you get more reports. Daily scam reports will be distri-
buted in the ratio of each scam miners mining wallet balance.  
 
For example, if 4 scam miners A, B, C & D hold TSIT their scam 
mining wallets as given below  
A holds: 500,000,000 TSIT  
B holds: 300,000,000 TSIT  
C holds: 1,000,000,000 TSIT  
D holds: 200,000,000 TSIT  

Then their holding ratio A: B: C: D = 25%: 15%: 50%: 10%  So out of 
100 reports A, B, C & D will receive 25, 15, 50 & 10 scam reports to 
verify respectively.
  
22) Can any scam miner who holds 100,000,000 TSIT but less than 
other scam miners earn a scam mining reward?  
• Yes, if a scam miner who is fast to research & verify all the given de-
tails of a scam report fast and keep on doing consistently in 24 hours. 
The he/she can verify highest no of scams & can earn scam mining 
reward of 100,000,000 TSIT.  
 
23) Do I need any mining equipment or physical set up to become a 
Scam Miner?  
• No, you don’t need any kind of mining equipment or physical setup, 
rather you need to hold some TSIT in the mining wallet of www.tes-
lainu.com. 

24)Is there any validity of each scam report to verify?  
• Yes, you will get 24 hours to verify a scam report and if you don’t 
verify the scam in 24 hours then that scam will be disabled automati-
cally.
  
25) Does each scam report require 100 verifications?  
• No. Scam confirmation will be done in 24 hours whether 100 miners 
verify or less. The maximum verification of one scam is 100. There is 
no limit on minimum verifications to confirm the scam.  
 
26) Who is eligible to get the compensation of loss due to scams?  

• The one who is scammed, needs to submit all the details with proof 
of his payments. Then if this scam was verified & confirmed on our 
platform, then he/she will be eligible for the compensation of his/her 
losses.  
 
27) How much compensation will be given?  
• The compensation amount depends on the proof & scam type.  
 
28) What is the form of compensation amount?  
• Compensation amount will be given in the form of TSIT only.  
 
29) How will the compensation amount be given after eligibility?  
• Compensation amount will be given in the victim's TSIT wallet on 
www.teslainu.com in 10 parts. 10% of the approved amount will be 
given every month for 10 months.
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1) If two users submit the scam report of the same scam, who will re-
ceive TSIT as Reporting Fees?  
• If two users submit the same scam report, then the user who submits 
the scam report earlier will receive TSIT as Reporting Fees.  
 
2) Do I need to hold a TSIT for reporting a scam?  
•No.  
 
3) What is the scam reporting fees?  
• Scam reporting fees is the income which is given to user who submit 
scam reports. Duplicate scam (previously reported scam won’t be con-
sidered for this income).  
 
4) How much scam reporting fees are given to the reporter?  
• 250,000 TSIT.  
 
5) Calculation of Scam Reporting Fees?  
• Scam Reporting Fees 250,000 TSIT is distributed as per the scam 
information submitted. Please see the criteria to get maximum Scam 
Reporting Fees.  
 
125,000 TSIT – Scammer Name, Email Id, Contact No, Telegram Id, 
Telegram Bio 25,000 TSIT – Profile Image of Scammer  
25,000 TSIT – Crypto Currency Demanded & Wallet Address 
25,000 TSIT – First Approach to you via Email, Telegram Message, 

Text Message or Other & Screenshot of Chat (Email 
Communication/Telegram Chat/Twitter Chat) 
25,000 TSIT – Website of Scammer if any  
25,000 TSIT – Any other important information  

6) Where will I receive TSIT?  
• Initially TSIT will be given in your Teslainu.com website’s account 
wallet address. You can transfer or hold this TSIT to any other wallet or 
exchanges.  

7)When will I receive my Scam Reporting Fees?  
• You will receive your Scam Reporting Fees once your Scam Report 
is verified and confirmed by Scam Miners. That will take 24 hours.  
 
8) Can I hold TSIT on the www.teslainu.com website’s wallet?  
• Yes  
 
9)What is the benefit of holding TSIT on the www.teslainu.com websi-
te’s wallet?  
• By holding TSIT on www.teslainu.com website, you can become 
Scam Miner and earn stable Scam Mining Income.  
 
10) Who is a Scam Miner?  
• The one who verifies the scams is called the Scam Miner. 
 
11) How can I become a Scam Miner?  
• You can become a Scam Miner by holding a TSIT in the Mining 
Wallet on www.teslainu.com.  

 
12) What are the benefits of becoming a Scam Miner?  
• There are two main benefits of becoming a Scam Miner.  
    1)Scam Verification Fees  
    2)Scam Mining Reward  
 
13) What are Scam Verification Fees?  
• Scam Verification Fees is the income earned by Scam Miner to Verify 
the Scams.  
 
14) How Much is Scam Verification Fees?  
• Scam Verification Fees for each scam report is 2,500,000 TSIT which 
is distributed equally among all the Scam Miners who verifies the 
Scam.  
 
15) How are the Scam Verification Fees calculated? 
 
• For example, if 100 Miners verifies the Scam in 24 hours, then 
2,500,000 TSIT is distributed equally among 100 Scam Miners. i.e., 
2,500,000/100 = 250,00 TSIT per Scam Miner. Maximum 
Verifications are 100 only. It may be less than 100 also.  

16) What is a Scam Mining Reward?  
• Scam Mining Reward is the reward which is given to only one Scam 
Miner who verifies maximum no of scams in 24 hours (calculation will 
be done between 00:00UTC to 23:59 UTC)  
 
17) How much is the Scam Mining Reward?  
• Scam Mining Reward is 10,000,000 TSIT per 24 hours.  

 
18) How is the Scam Mining Reward calculated?  
• Scam Mining Reward is given to the Scam Miner who verifies maxi-
mum no. of scams but in case two scam miners verifies same no of 
scams in a given time slot (Scam Block) then 10,000,000 TSIT will be 
distributed equally to both the scam miners. i.e., 5,000,000 TSIT each
  
19) How can I earn a Scam Mining Reward?  
• You can earn a scam mining reward if you verify the highest number 
of scams in a given time slot (scam block). But to receive good no of 
scam reports to verify you must hold good no of TSIT in Scam Mining 
Wallet on www.teslainu.com.  
 
20) Is there any minimum TSIT holding required to become a Scam 
Miner?  
• No. But You must hold 100,000,000 TSIT to qualify for earning Scam 
Mining Rewards. If you hold less than 100,000,000 TSIT then you can 
verify and earn Verification Fees only.
  
21) How many scam reports can I get to verify in 24 hours? 
• It depends on your TSIT wallet balance of your scam mining wallet. If 
you hold more, you get more reports. Daily scam reports will be distri-
buted in the ratio of each scam miners mining wallet balance.  
 
For example, if 4 scam miners A, B, C & D hold TSIT their scam 
mining wallets as given below  
A holds: 500,000,000 TSIT  
B holds: 300,000,000 TSIT  
C holds: 1,000,000,000 TSIT  
D holds: 200,000,000 TSIT  

Then their holding ratio A: B: C: D = 25%: 15%: 50%: 10%  So out of 
100 reports A, B, C & D will receive 25, 15, 50 & 10 scam reports to 
verify respectively.
  
22) Can any scam miner who holds 100,000,000 TSIT but less than 
other scam miners earn a scam mining reward?  
• Yes, if a scam miner who is fast to research & verify all the given de-
tails of a scam report fast and keep on doing consistently in 24 hours. 
The he/she can verify highest no of scams & can earn scam mining 
reward of 100,000,000 TSIT.  
 
23) Do I need any mining equipment or physical set up to become a 
Scam Miner?  
• No, you don’t need any kind of mining equipment or physical setup, 
rather you need to hold some TSIT in the mining wallet of www.tes-
lainu.com. 

24)Is there any validity of each scam report to verify?  
• Yes, you will get 24 hours to verify a scam report and if you don’t 
verify the scam in 24 hours then that scam will be disabled automati-
cally.
  
25) Does each scam report require 100 verifications?  
• No. Scam confirmation will be done in 24 hours whether 100 miners 
verify or less. The maximum verification of one scam is 100. There is 
no limit on minimum verifications to confirm the scam.  
 
26) Who is eligible to get the compensation of loss due to scams?  

• The one who is scammed, needs to submit all the details with proof 
of his payments. Then if this scam was verified & confirmed on our 
platform, then he/she will be eligible for the compensation of his/her 
losses.  
 
27) How much compensation will be given?  
• The compensation amount depends on the proof & scam type.  
 
28) What is the form of compensation amount?  
• Compensation amount will be given in the form of TSIT only.  
 
29) How will the compensation amount be given after eligibility?  
• Compensation amount will be given in the victim's TSIT wallet on 
www.teslainu.com in 10 parts. 10% of the approved amount will be 
given every month for 10 months.
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1) If two users submit the scam report of the same scam, who will re-
ceive TSIT as Reporting Fees?  
• If two users submit the same scam report, then the user who submits 
the scam report earlier will receive TSIT as Reporting Fees.  
 
2) Do I need to hold a TSIT for reporting a scam?  
•No.  
 
3) What is the scam reporting fees?  
• Scam reporting fees is the income which is given to user who submit 
scam reports. Duplicate scam (previously reported scam won’t be con-
sidered for this income).  
 
4) How much scam reporting fees are given to the reporter?  
• 250,000 TSIT.  
 
5) Calculation of Scam Reporting Fees?  
• Scam Reporting Fees 250,000 TSIT is distributed as per the scam 
information submitted. Please see the criteria to get maximum Scam 
Reporting Fees.  
 
125,000 TSIT – Scammer Name, Email Id, Contact No, Telegram Id, 
Telegram Bio 25,000 TSIT – Profile Image of Scammer  
25,000 TSIT – Crypto Currency Demanded & Wallet Address 
25,000 TSIT – First Approach to you via Email, Telegram Message, 

Text Message or Other & Screenshot of Chat (Email 
Communication/Telegram Chat/Twitter Chat) 
25,000 TSIT – Website of Scammer if any  
25,000 TSIT – Any other important information  

6) Where will I receive TSIT?  
• Initially TSIT will be given in your Teslainu.com website’s account 
wallet address. You can transfer or hold this TSIT to any other wallet or 
exchanges.  

7)When will I receive my Scam Reporting Fees?  
• You will receive your Scam Reporting Fees once your Scam Report 
is verified and confirmed by Scam Miners. That will take 24 hours.  
 
8) Can I hold TSIT on the www.teslainu.com website’s wallet?  
• Yes  
 
9)What is the benefit of holding TSIT on the www.teslainu.com websi-
te’s wallet?  
• By holding TSIT on www.teslainu.com website, you can become 
Scam Miner and earn stable Scam Mining Income.  
 
10) Who is a Scam Miner?  
• The one who verifies the scams is called the Scam Miner. 
 
11) How can I become a Scam Miner?  
• You can become a Scam Miner by holding a TSIT in the Mining 
Wallet on www.teslainu.com.  

 
12) What are the benefits of becoming a Scam Miner?  
• There are two main benefits of becoming a Scam Miner.  
    1)Scam Verification Fees  
    2)Scam Mining Reward  
 
13) What are Scam Verification Fees?  
• Scam Verification Fees is the income earned by Scam Miner to Verify 
the Scams.  
 
14) How Much is Scam Verification Fees?  
• Scam Verification Fees for each scam report is 2,500,000 TSIT which 
is distributed equally among all the Scam Miners who verifies the 
Scam.  
 
15) How are the Scam Verification Fees calculated? 
 
• For example, if 100 Miners verifies the Scam in 24 hours, then 
2,500,000 TSIT is distributed equally among 100 Scam Miners. i.e., 
2,500,000/100 = 250,00 TSIT per Scam Miner. Maximum 
Verifications are 100 only. It may be less than 100 also.  

16) What is a Scam Mining Reward?  
• Scam Mining Reward is the reward which is given to only one Scam 
Miner who verifies maximum no of scams in 24 hours (calculation will 
be done between 00:00UTC to 23:59 UTC)  
 
17) How much is the Scam Mining Reward?  
• Scam Mining Reward is 10,000,000 TSIT per 24 hours.  

 
18) How is the Scam Mining Reward calculated?  
• Scam Mining Reward is given to the Scam Miner who verifies maxi-
mum no. of scams but in case two scam miners verifies same no of 
scams in a given time slot (Scam Block) then 10,000,000 TSIT will be 
distributed equally to both the scam miners. i.e., 5,000,000 TSIT each
  
19) How can I earn a Scam Mining Reward?  
• You can earn a scam mining reward if you verify the highest number 
of scams in a given time slot (scam block). But to receive good no of 
scam reports to verify you must hold good no of TSIT in Scam Mining 
Wallet on www.teslainu.com.  
 
20) Is there any minimum TSIT holding required to become a Scam 
Miner?  
• No. But You must hold 100,000,000 TSIT to qualify for earning Scam 
Mining Rewards. If you hold less than 100,000,000 TSIT then you can 
verify and earn Verification Fees only.
  
21) How many scam reports can I get to verify in 24 hours? 
• It depends on your TSIT wallet balance of your scam mining wallet. If 
you hold more, you get more reports. Daily scam reports will be distri-
buted in the ratio of each scam miners mining wallet balance.  
 
For example, if 4 scam miners A, B, C & D hold TSIT their scam 
mining wallets as given below  
A holds: 500,000,000 TSIT  
B holds: 300,000,000 TSIT  
C holds: 1,000,000,000 TSIT  
D holds: 200,000,000 TSIT  

Then their holding ratio A: B: C: D = 25%: 15%: 50%: 10%  So out of 
100 reports A, B, C & D will receive 25, 15, 50 & 10 scam reports to 
verify respectively.
  
22) Can any scam miner who holds 100,000,000 TSIT but less than 
other scam miners earn a scam mining reward?  
• Yes, if a scam miner who is fast to research & verify all the given de-
tails of a scam report fast and keep on doing consistently in 24 hours. 
The he/she can verify highest no of scams & can earn scam mining 
reward of 100,000,000 TSIT.  
 
23) Do I need any mining equipment or physical set up to become a 
Scam Miner?  
• No, you don’t need any kind of mining equipment or physical setup, 
rather you need to hold some TSIT in the mining wallet of www.tes-
lainu.com. 

24)Is there any validity of each scam report to verify?  
• Yes, you will get 24 hours to verify a scam report and if you don’t 
verify the scam in 24 hours then that scam will be disabled automati-
cally.
  
25) Does each scam report require 100 verifications?  
• No. Scam confirmation will be done in 24 hours whether 100 miners 
verify or less. The maximum verification of one scam is 100. There is 
no limit on minimum verifications to confirm the scam.  
 
26) Who is eligible to get the compensation of loss due to scams?  

• The one who is scammed, needs to submit all the details with proof 
of his payments. Then if this scam was verified & confirmed on our 
platform, then he/she will be eligible for the compensation of his/her 
losses.  
 
27) How much compensation will be given?  
• The compensation amount depends on the proof & scam type.  
 
28) What is the form of compensation amount?  
• Compensation amount will be given in the form of TSIT only.  
 
29) How will the compensation amount be given after eligibility?  
• Compensation amount will be given in the victim's TSIT wallet on 
www.teslainu.com in 10 parts. 10% of the approved amount will be 
given every month for 10 months.
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1) If two users submit the scam report of the same scam, who will re-
ceive TSIT as Reporting Fees?  
• If two users submit the same scam report, then the user who submits 
the scam report earlier will receive TSIT as Reporting Fees.  
 
2) Do I need to hold a TSIT for reporting a scam?  
•No.  
 
3) What is the scam reporting fees?  
• Scam reporting fees is the income which is given to user who submit 
scam reports. Duplicate scam (previously reported scam won’t be con-
sidered for this income).  
 
4) How much scam reporting fees are given to the reporter?  
• 250,000 TSIT.  
 
5) Calculation of Scam Reporting Fees?  
• Scam Reporting Fees 250,000 TSIT is distributed as per the scam 
information submitted. Please see the criteria to get maximum Scam 
Reporting Fees.  
 
125,000 TSIT – Scammer Name, Email Id, Contact No, Telegram Id, 
Telegram Bio 25,000 TSIT – Profile Image of Scammer  
25,000 TSIT – Crypto Currency Demanded & Wallet Address 
25,000 TSIT – First Approach to you via Email, Telegram Message, 

Text Message or Other & Screenshot of Chat (Email 
Communication/Telegram Chat/Twitter Chat) 
25,000 TSIT – Website of Scammer if any  
25,000 TSIT – Any other important information  

6) Where will I receive TSIT?  
• Initially TSIT will be given in your Teslainu.com website’s account 
wallet address. You can transfer or hold this TSIT to any other wallet or 
exchanges.  

7)When will I receive my Scam Reporting Fees?  
• You will receive your Scam Reporting Fees once your Scam Report 
is verified and confirmed by Scam Miners. That will take 24 hours.  
 
8) Can I hold TSIT on the www.teslainu.com website’s wallet?  
• Yes  
 
9)What is the benefit of holding TSIT on the www.teslainu.com websi-
te’s wallet?  
• By holding TSIT on www.teslainu.com website, you can become 
Scam Miner and earn stable Scam Mining Income.  
 
10) Who is a Scam Miner?  
• The one who verifies the scams is called the Scam Miner. 
 
11) How can I become a Scam Miner?  
• You can become a Scam Miner by holding a TSIT in the Mining 
Wallet on www.teslainu.com.  

 
12) What are the benefits of becoming a Scam Miner?  
• There are two main benefits of becoming a Scam Miner.  
    1)Scam Verification Fees  
    2)Scam Mining Reward  
 
13) What are Scam Verification Fees?  
• Scam Verification Fees is the income earned by Scam Miner to Verify 
the Scams.  
 
14) How Much is Scam Verification Fees?  
• Scam Verification Fees for each scam report is 2,500,000 TSIT which 
is distributed equally among all the Scam Miners who verifies the 
Scam.  
 
15) How are the Scam Verification Fees calculated? 
 
• For example, if 100 Miners verifies the Scam in 24 hours, then 
2,500,000 TSIT is distributed equally among 100 Scam Miners. i.e., 
2,500,000/100 = 250,00 TSIT per Scam Miner. Maximum 
Verifications are 100 only. It may be less than 100 also.  

16) What is a Scam Mining Reward?  
• Scam Mining Reward is the reward which is given to only one Scam 
Miner who verifies maximum no of scams in 24 hours (calculation will 
be done between 00:00UTC to 23:59 UTC)  
 
17) How much is the Scam Mining Reward?  
• Scam Mining Reward is 10,000,000 TSIT per 24 hours.  

 
18) How is the Scam Mining Reward calculated?  
• Scam Mining Reward is given to the Scam Miner who verifies maxi-
mum no. of scams but in case two scam miners verifies same no of 
scams in a given time slot (Scam Block) then 10,000,000 TSIT will be 
distributed equally to both the scam miners. i.e., 5,000,000 TSIT each
  
19) How can I earn a Scam Mining Reward?  
• You can earn a scam mining reward if you verify the highest number 
of scams in a given time slot (scam block). But to receive good no of 
scam reports to verify you must hold good no of TSIT in Scam Mining 
Wallet on www.teslainu.com.  
 
20) Is there any minimum TSIT holding required to become a Scam 
Miner?  
• No. But You must hold 100,000,000 TSIT to qualify for earning Scam 
Mining Rewards. If you hold less than 100,000,000 TSIT then you can 
verify and earn Verification Fees only.
  
21) How many scam reports can I get to verify in 24 hours? 
• It depends on your TSIT wallet balance of your scam mining wallet. If 
you hold more, you get more reports. Daily scam reports will be distri-
buted in the ratio of each scam miners mining wallet balance.  
 
For example, if 4 scam miners A, B, C & D hold TSIT their scam 
mining wallets as given below  
A holds: 500,000,000 TSIT  
B holds: 300,000,000 TSIT  
C holds: 1,000,000,000 TSIT  
D holds: 200,000,000 TSIT  

Then their holding ratio A: B: C: D = 25%: 15%: 50%: 10%  So out of 
100 reports A, B, C & D will receive 25, 15, 50 & 10 scam reports to 
verify respectively.
  
22) Can any scam miner who holds 100,000,000 TSIT but less than 
other scam miners earn a scam mining reward?  
• Yes, if a scam miner who is fast to research & verify all the given de-
tails of a scam report fast and keep on doing consistently in 24 hours. 
The he/she can verify highest no of scams & can earn scam mining 
reward of 100,000,000 TSIT.  
 
23) Do I need any mining equipment or physical set up to become a 
Scam Miner?  
• No, you don’t need any kind of mining equipment or physical setup, 
rather you need to hold some TSIT in the mining wallet of www.tes-
lainu.com. 

24)Is there any validity of each scam report to verify?  
• Yes, you will get 24 hours to verify a scam report and if you don’t 
verify the scam in 24 hours then that scam will be disabled automati-
cally.
  
25) Does each scam report require 100 verifications?  
• No. Scam confirmation will be done in 24 hours whether 100 miners 
verify or less. The maximum verification of one scam is 100. There is 
no limit on minimum verifications to confirm the scam.  
 
26) Who is eligible to get the compensation of loss due to scams?  

• The one who is scammed, needs to submit all the details with proof 
of his payments. Then if this scam was verified & confirmed on our 
platform, then he/she will be eligible for the compensation of his/her 
losses.  
 
27) How much compensation will be given?  
• The compensation amount depends on the proof & scam type.  
 
28) What is the form of compensation amount?  
• Compensation amount will be given in the form of TSIT only.  
 
29) How will the compensation amount be given after eligibility?  
• Compensation amount will be given in the victim's TSIT wallet on 
www.teslainu.com in 10 parts. 10% of the approved amount will be 
given every month for 10 months.



There is no harm in investing until and unless as an individual 
as well as a community we are aware about the risks that 
come with it. Proper knowledge or guidance over the subject 
may reduce the risk of any such event, and to guide others 
from falling into any sort of scam.
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CONCLUSION

Investments in crypto industry are subject to market risks, 
please go through all project related information carefully. The 
price of Crypto Token/Coin/Currency may go up or down de-
pending upon the factors and forces affecting the crypto in-
dustry including different governments’ laws and regulations. 
The past performance of any crypto project is not necessarily 
indicative of future performance of any project. The Tesla Inu 
Foundation is not guaranteeing or assuring any future price of 
TSIT nor promising any profit/dividend under any of the 
schemes. Investors are requested to review the details of the 
project carefully and obtain expert professional advice with 
regard to specific legal, tax and financial implications of the in-
vestment/participation in the scheme

Disclaimer
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Website: www.teslainu.com 
Scam Database: www.scamscan.com 
Smart Contract Link: 
https://bscscan.com/token/0x9f89Cd0906EA9070A2b6BbD-
Ca8C618Ac282eAa97 
Telegram: https://t.me/teslainutoken
Facebook: https://facebook.com/teslainu 
Twitter: https://x.com/missionteslainu

Important Links


